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Summary. A vast amount of research continues to go into developing robust numerics to handle rate-
independent crystal plasticity - either by making use of additional constitutive models or complex numer-
ics. The present work attempts to circumvent such special measures by taking a new approach to develop
a numerical solution procedure for a rate-independent crystal plasticity, relying on the Fleck and Willis
gradient plasticity theory. The adopted constitutive model reduces to that of conventional plasticity in
the limit of zero length parameter and, thus, constitutes a tool that covers both branches of plasticity.
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Introduction

The issue with rate-independent crystal plasticity boils down to a uniqueness problem in deter-
mining which slip systems are active. In essence, plastic incompressibility requires five (α = 5)
linearly independent slip systems when adopting a Schmid-like relation of the plastic strain in-

crement. This can be realized by written out: ε̇pij =
∑

α µ
(α)
ij γ̇

(α), with µ
(α)
ij being the Schmid

orientation tensor for the α’th slip system, and γ̇(α) the associated slip increment. The problem
arises when one includes the 6’th slip system, being easily imaginable for real crystals (FCC
crystals have 12 independent slip systems, BCC crystals have a many as 48). One thereby ends
up with an over-determined system (the five plastic strain increment component is not uniquely
described), whereby a particular solution is out of reach. Pierce et al. [1] demonstrated that
this uniqueness problem can be circumvented by adopting a rate-sensitive model formulation
where the increment of plastic strain is tied to the current stress state rather than the stress
increments (as in the rate-independent case). This approach allows widening the parameter
space, but it leaves a strain rate dependency in the model (although the model response can be
pushed towards the rate-independent limit).

The present work attempts to follow a similar idea but here lets gradient effects regularized
the problems at hand. The work takes offset in the Fleck and Willis theory where two equilibrium
equations (or rather, one conventional equilibrium and one equilibrium for each slip system) is

considered. These read: σij,j = 0 (in absence of body forces) and q(α) − τ (α) − ξ
(α)
i s

(α)
i = 0,

where σij is the Cauchy stress tensor, ξ(α) is the higher order stress, q(α) is the micro-stress,

and s
(α)
i is the slip system direction. Based on the higher order equilibrium equation, Fleck and

Willis put forward the Minimum Principle I which delivers the slip rate field to with a plastic
multiplier with in a rate-independent framework (see e.g. Nielsen and Niordson [4]). In a crystal
plasticity setup, the Minimum Principle I reads

H = inf
γ̇(α)∗

∫
V

(
τF [γ(α)e ]γ̇(α)∗e + ξE(α)s

(α)
i γ̇

(α)∗
,i − sijµ

(α)
ij γ̇

(α)∗
)

dV −
∫
S
r(α)γ̇(α)∗dS, (1)
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where the flow stress on the α’th slip system is τF [γ
(α)
e ], the energetic higher order stress is ξE(α)

(and r(α) the related higher order tractions). It is worth to notice that the variation in the slip
rate field is directly tied to the current stress state through Eq. (1), while only the magnitude
of the field is determined in a subsequent step relying on the conventional equilibrium equation.
It is the expectation that such dependency on the surrounding stress field for a specific material
point (holding a number of slip systems) can facilitate a numerical implementation without
further specialize algorithms, or additional constitutive models, to determine which slip systems
are active. The proposed numerical procedure employs the finite element method and essentially
extends the work in Nielsen and Niordson [4] (focusing on isotropic plasticity) to a corresponding
crystal plasticity framework in line with Niordson and Kysar [3].

Results

The numerical procedure is demonstrated through
Fig. 1, displaying the overall load-displacement
curves when subjecting a HCP-like crystal to shear
loading. The crystal is orientated such that the defor-
mation takes place in the basal plane, while the slip
systems are oriented at θ = [90,−30, 30]◦ as indicated
in the Fig 1. The new rate-independent framework is
compared to its (readily implemented) visco-plastic
counterpart for two distinct length scales and two
levels of strain hardening. The prediction of the two
models are very close when pushing the visco-plastic
model towards the rate-independent limit. Moreover,
it is seen that the new model easily copes with hav-
ing one slip system (at 90◦) active in the beginning,
while continued strain hardening on that the first ac-
tive slip system subsequently allows the two remain-
ing slip systems to be activated.

Figure 1. Load-displacement curve for mono-
tonic shearing of a HCP-like single crystal.

Concluding remarks

A rate-independent crystal plasticity framework relying on the Fleck and Willis [2] plasticity
theory has been implemented within a 1D finite element framework. Shear deformation of an
oriented HCP crystal is considered and the activation of multiple slip system demonstrated.
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